Enterprise Document Platform
Share only once, and have the latest version anytime, anywhere
Apply file-level access control and audit trail
Backup automatically without duplication and restore them instantly
Integrate with 3rd party systems through APIs
Visualize document usage and gain actionable business insights
Minimize risk from data breaches and ransomware

The evolution of collaboration in the information age is a double-edged sword,
because of multiple collaboration tools. Information becomes siloed, leaving
behind redundant, obsolete, and trivial (ROT) data, whose value is unknown.
Facilitating secure information sharing and process flows across organizational
boundaries increases productivity and creates opportunities for enhanced
responsiveness and innovation. To address the need for secure data
collaboration, Fasoo provides an up-to-date, intuitive enterprise collaboration
solution, Wrapsody, which solves issues with information management and ROT
data.
Wrapsody is a result of years of unparalleled expertise in data-centric security.
It is designed to provide file-level content management, collaboration, and
security for organizations without impacting productivity. With Wrapsody, we
take a unique approach to information management-file-centric, rather than
message-or repository-centric.
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Wrapsody is an information-centric content services platform for data
collaboration, management, governance and protection. Using a persistent ID,
Wrapsody enables organizations to integrate a core set of functions essential to
all applications that touch enterprise unstructured data.
The solution is an enterprise grade platform that manages and integrates all your
documents regardless of where they are located. It is a performance
enhancement solution that helps you to share documents efficiently, save
resources eliminating redundancies and allows you to focus on your job. By
ensuring that content management functionality travels with files wherever they
go, Wrapsody fills the gaps by complementing technologies such as enterprise
content management, cloud storage, enterprise messaging, and enterprise social
networks – and in some cases can reduce the reliance on these alternatives. It’s
the next step forward for accurate, time-efficient and user-friendly information
management.
Wrapsody helps organizations to build an information-centric content services
platform.

Auto Backup With
Every Version
Backup automatically
without duplication and
restore them instantly.
Minimize risks from
ransomware.

No Redundant
Document Sharing
Share only once. Have the
latest version anytime and
anywhere.

Protect Digital Assets
at all Times
Apply file-level access
control and audit trail.
Minimize risks of data
breaches.

Visualize Document
Usage in Real Time
Collect document usage
logs and provide analytics
on their patterns. Analyze
who used the document
most and determine which
templates are reused.

Innovative Collaboration
Sync the latest changes on
their local document. Share
comments and opinions
with colleagues that are
bound to documents.

Extend Wrapsody
Enterprise-Wide
Integrate with 3rd party
systems through APIs.
Easily switch from desktop
to mobile.

About Fasoo

Fasoo provides unstructured data security and enterprise document platforms that enable our
customers to protect, control, trace and analyze critical business information while enhancing
productivity. Fasoo has successfully retained our leadership in the unstructured data security
market by deploying enterprise-wide solutions for more than 1,300 organizations globally,
securing more than 2.5 million users. Fasoo is experiencing continuous improvement in its
global market position, based on our unique technology, ongoing R&D and strategic approach
to comprehensive product capabilities by extending our core security capabilities into
content-centric collaboration, behavioral analytics and information security consulting
services.
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